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Background

Lung cancer is a leading cause of cancer-related mortality 
in the United States with over 235,000 new cases in 2021 
and nearly 132,000 deaths. Primary malignant tracheal 
neoplasms are rare tumors with an annual incidence of 
0.1/100,000 and account for 0.1% of all cancer deaths 
(1,2). The most common histological types are squamous 
cell carcinoma (36–45%) and adenoid cystic carcinoma 
(31–40%) (3). Surgical resection is generally considered 
the best curative option for early-stage lung cancer as well 
as in a reasonable proportion of patients with clinical stage 
IIIb and stage IV disease (4). Adenoid cystic carcinoma has 
a tendency for submucosal spread and is associated with 
microscopically positive margins in 55% of patients (5). 
Therefore, R0 resection may be difficult to achieve without 
excessive anastomotic tension. In the surgical treatment of 
bronchogenic carcinoma, resection of the trachea-bronchial 
bifurcation is performed in less than 1% of patients with 
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and other low-grade 
neoplasms. Primary tracheal tumors are the main indication 
for a carinal resection with subsequent reconstruction (6).

Carinal resection is a technically challenging procedure. 
Although it has been performed for over 70 years, only 
recently have acceptable morbidity and mortality rates been 
achieved. The 5-year survival rate after carinal resection 
for bronchogenic carcinoma varies from 21% to 44% and 
is highly dependent on the stage and the histology: 62% 
for adenoid cystic carcinoma and 46% for squamous cell 
carcinoma in N0 disease, 32% in N1, and 12% in N2/N3 

disease (7-11).
Carinal resection for bronchogenic carcinoma is 

usually indicated for centrally located tumors within 
one centimeter of either main bronchi or invading the 
carina. Carinal resection can either be performed in 
isolation or be combined with parenchymal resection. The 
reported mortality for isolated carinal resection ranges 
from 3% to 12.7% in high volume centers compared 
to initial reports with 40% mortality rate (8,10,12). 
Severe complications after carinal resections are mainly 
attributable to non-cardiogenic pulmonary edema with 
subsequent acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) as 
well as anastomotic leak or stenosis, both of which remain 
a leading cause of postoperative mortality. The reported 
rate ranges between 2% and 8.5% (8). The incidence of 
anastomotic complications varies from 11% to 17% (11). 
The higher morbidity and mortality rates associated with 
carinal pneumonectomy, compared to isolated procedure, 
are due to the higher incidence (up to 14% of cases) of 
post pneumonectomy pulmonary edema and ARDS (11). 
Sleeve resection of the bronchus, the pulmonary artery or 
both provides complete tumor resection while avoiding 
pneumonectomy in centrally-located malignancies (13). 

In light of the above, accurate staging is crucial in the 
preoperative setting. In addition, preoperative evaluation 
should include a full staging workup and careful physiologic 
assessment. Thorough bronchoscopy with multiple biopsies 
allow adequate assessment of the extent of neoplastic 
infiltration, which must be less than 2.0 cm of the distal 
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segment of the trachea and 1.5 cm of the proximal end of 
the main bronchus to achieve tensionless anastomosis (8). 
Mediastinoscopy is indicated in all patients with central 
bronchogenic carcinoma to assess lymph node status. Same 
day mediastinoscopy with planned carinal resection is 
advisable to facilitate dissection and may enhance proximal 
tracheal release. Otherwise, endobronchial ultrasound 
(EBUS) allows adequate sampling of the mediastinal lymph 
nodes for the purposes of the pathologic evaluation.

Tracheobronchial surgery has an extensive history 
predominated by several distinguished surgeons. Clement 
Price Thomas reported the first bronchial sleeve resection in 
1947 and Philip Allison performed the first sleeve lobectomy 
for lung cancer in 1959 (14). In 1960, Paulson presented 
encouraging survival rates after bronchoplasty procedures 
for hilar carcinomas (15). The first successful central airway 
resection, reported by Belsey in 1946, involved lateral 
resection of the distal trachea and carina with subsequent 
reconstruction using stainless steel wire wrapped with 
free fascial graft (16). In 1950, Abbott performed the first 
successful right-sided sleeve pneumonectomy with lateral 
tracheal wall and partial left main bronchus resection (17). 
Isolated carinal resection without lung parenchyma was 
reported by Mathey in 1951 in France. In 1952 Kergin 
described bronchial flap for reconstruction of a large tracheal 
defect after pneumonectomy (18). 

A classic primary carinal reconstruction with formation 

of a “neocarina” from both openings of the main bronchi 
(end-to-end right main bronchus to trachea anastomosis and 
end-to-side left main bronchus to bronchus intermedius) 
after resection of carinal adenoid cystic carcinoma 
was reported by Barclay in 1957 (19). This method of 
reconstruction is the most anatomic one, but with limited 
mobility of the newly created carina to the aortic arch  
(Figure 1). Multiple modifications of this approach have 
been reported without creation of a new tracheal bifurcation 
to reduce the tension of the suture line and make resection 
of long segments feasible (Figure 2): end-to-end anastomosis 
of the left main bronchus to the trachea with subsequent 
side-to-end anastomosis of the right main bronchus to the 
trachea or anastomosis itself (Miyamoto and Eschapasse  
modifications) (20). In 1982, Hermes Grillo reported 
his experience of 36 carinal resections with primary 
reconstruction, which was associated with a 13% operative 
mortality. He described an end-to-end anastomosis of 
the right main bronchus to the trachea with side-to-end 
anastomosis of the left main bronchus (21). However, the 
main disadvantage of end-to-side anastomoses is a lack 
of anatomic shape and two separate connections, which 
increases the risk of dehiscence. 

According to Mulliken and Grillo, excessive tension 
of a newly formed anastomosis is the most common 
cause of postoperative morbidity and emphasize that 
the critical length of resection leading to anastomotic 
failure are those more than exceeding 4 cm (22). In 1982, 
Nohl-Oser proposed a tracheobronchoplastic procedure 
with bronchoplastic closure as an alternative to sleeve 
pneumonectomy in cases of massive noncircumferential 
airway defects and tumor-free contralateral wall of 
the main bronchus (23). The role of bronchospastic 
technique after extended noncircumferential resections 
for advanced bronchogenic carcinoma involving the carina 
or tracheobronchial angle was further expanded on by 
multiple authors (24-26). Bronchial flap reconstruction 
has been shown to be beneficial for excess anastomotic 
tension alleviation (27-29). The largest series of 73 patients 
who underwent bronchial flap reconstruction after carinal 
resections was reported by Peng et al. (27) in a retrospective 
study. Authors achieved reduction of anastomotic tension 
by “transformation of longitudinal tension of traditional 
end-to-end anastomosis into transverse tension that 
dispersed across a wide range of anastomosis” and a 
V-shaped trim on the junction of trachea and bronchial flap. 
Additionally, tracheal microcirculation is preserved on a 
side of the bronchial wall with vascular pedicles. The major 

Figure 1 Tracheobronchial reconstruction with creation of a 
“neocarina” (bifurcating anastomosis of both main bronchi to the 
distal trachea).
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contraindication to the described method was a defect 
of more than 50% of the airway circumference. Despite 
routine stump reinforcement with pedicled soft tissue flap, 
the rate of bronchopleural fistula and stenosis was 5.5% 
and 2.7%, respectively. Serious postoperative complications 
were reported in 17.8% of patient and the overall 30-day 
mortality rate was 2.7%. Authors concluded that there is 
no difference in postoperative complication rates, when 
comparing patients with airway resections of more or less 
than 4 cm. (27). 

In  1999,  Kut lu  and Goldstraw f i r s t  descr ibed 
a  continuous suture technique for  the bronchial 

reconstruction after a sleeve lobectomy (30). According 
to recent literature, it has been shown that there is no 
significant difference in anastomotic related complications 
such as dehiscence, stenosis, or bronchopleural fistula 
between continuous and interrupted sutures (10,31).

The bronchial anastomosis is usually covered with a soft 
tissue flap consisting of pleura, pericardial fat pad, pedicled 
muscle, or omentum flap to reduce the risk of anastomotic 
complications such as stenosis or dehiscence, particularly 
after neoadjuvant therapy or prior mediastinal irradiation. 
This flap also functions to separate the anastomosis from 
adjacent pulmonary vessels.

Classically, these techniques are executed via open 
approach through a right posterior lateral thoracotomy in 
the fourth or fifth intercostal space, a median sternotomy, 
or a “clamshell” incision to gain access to the carina and 
can be performed with sufficient length of the right main 
bronchus after resection.

Minimally invasive carinal resection and 
reconstruction

Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) has been 
proven to be superior to open surgery in terms of 
perioperative outcomes, such as length of hospital stay, pain 
control, perioperative complications and mortality, and 
quality of life in lung cancer patients. Following McKenna’s 
first report of VATS sleeve lobectomy in 2006, VATS has 
been widely applied to both peripheral and central lung 
cancer resections in many centers and is considered the 
treatment of choice for early-stage NSCLC (32). Minimally 
invasive techniques have since further evolved to become 
less invasive, and now allow use of a uniportal technique 
(33-35). Few studies have been published that demonstrate 
less postoperative pain in the early postoperative period 
with the uniportal approach when compared to multiport 
techniques (33-35). The first uniportal VATS lobectomy was 
reported by Gonzalez et al. (36) in 2010, followed by report 
of a sleeve carinal resection in 2016 (35). Furthermore, 
robotic-assisted tracheobronchial interventions and carinal 
resections have been reported to be advantageous in 
anastomosis formation (1,37,38). 

VATS approach for carinal mucoepidermoid carcinoma 
was first described by Nakanishi et al. (39) in 2013. In 2014, 
Zhao et al. (40) reported the first successful minimally 
invasive tracheoplasty for squamous cell carcinoma of 
the mediastinal trachea, and a year later, Jiao et al. (41) 
performed the first sleeve tracheal resection for adenoid 
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Figure 2 Types of the primary tracheobronchial reconstruction 
after carinal resection: (A) Normal anatomy; (B,E) End-to-end 
anastomosis of the trachea to the right main bronchus followed 
by end-to-side implantation of the left main bronchus to the (B) 
trachea or (E) right main bronchus; (C) Formation of a new carina: 
side-to-side anastomosis between the right and left main bronchi 
with subsequent end-to-end implantation to the trachea; (D,F) 
End-to-end anastomosis of the trachea to the left main bronchus 
followed by end-to-side implantation of the right main bronchus to 
the (D) trachea or (F) left main bronchus (from Petrov RV, Bakhos 
CT, Abbas AE. Carinal resection. Shanghai Chest 2018;2:84. doi: 
10.21037/shc.2018.10.03; with permission).
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cystic carcinoma. 
Refinements in anesthesia have allowed for effective 

airway management without compromising surgical expose. 
However, there is a slow adoption of VATS approach for 
carinal resection due to the technical complexity and narrow 
margin of error. Very few reports from highly specialized 
centers have been published to date. However, they clearly 
show the feasibility and safety of VATS in the treatment 
of malignant diseases of the carina and trachea (39,41-45). 
VATS approach aims to improve the outcomes of carinal 
resections, while maintaining the oncologic principles and 
capitalizing on the benefits of the minimally invasive surgery. 

Airway management is especially paramount in minimally 
invasive tracheobronchial surgery. Bronchial blocker has 
been demonstrated to be an equal and potentially superior 
lung isolation technique for anatomic resections (46). Zhao 
et al. (40) described an endobronchial blocker for one-
lung ventilation during procedure and high-frequency 
jet ventilation (HFJV) during the anastomosis. Authors 
performed an end-to-end primary running anastomosis 
between the trachea and the left bronchus and then 
implanted end-to-side right main bronchus into the left 
main stem bronchus (LMSB). Despite common concern 
among surgeons that the use of HFJV could be a risk factor 
for development of ARDS, authors pointed out the HFJV, 
along with effective traction using endoscopic devices, 
makes VATS an effective and feasible approach for carinal 
resection with subsequent reconstruction. Cross-field 
ventilation through an additional port, however, remains a 
universally accepted strategy during VATS carinal resection. 
During partial reconstruction, a single-lumen tube can be 
utilized and advanced into the distal bronchus, avoiding 
the need for cross-field ventilation. Iriarte et al. (37) has 
described robotic LMSB resection through the right chest 
with distal LMSB cannulation via an armored endotracheal 
tube. Li et al. (43) and He et al. (44) summarized their 
experience of VATS resection and reconstruction of the 
carina or trachea, using cross-field ventilation, HFJV, and 
spontaneous breathing anesthesia with excellent results. 
Intubation of the opposite bronchus in the beginning of 
procedure and a jet ventilation catheter inserted through it 
during the reconstruction is another strategy predominantly 
used in uniportal VATS.

Jiang et al. (45) described another bold strategy of airway 
management during minimally invasive tracheobronchial 
surgery. Authors compared 18 patients who underwent 
VATS carinal resections under spontaneous ventilation to 
14 patients in a control group using general endotracheal 

anesthesia. Shorter operative times, length of time for 
tracheal end-to-end anastomosis creation, and carinal 
reconstruction were reported in those undergoing 
spontaneous ventilation.

In the recent paper “Minimally invasive carinal 
reconstruction using bronchial flap and omental flap 
reinforcement”, Chen and coauthors presented the 
feasibility of VATS approach and reviewed evaluation and 
management and surgical technique of such challenging 
scenario, as carinal adenoid cystic carcinoma (47). The 
presented case report of Chen et al. is an example of the 
increasing use of minimally invasive approach for complex 
carinal resection and reconstruction. The tumor involved 
the medial aspects of the bronchial wall of both main 
bronchi that allowed for noncircumferential resection and 
continuity preservation of the LMSB and reconstruction 
with a bronchial flap technique. The anastomosis 
was reinforced with an omental flap for prevention of 
anastomotic complications with an excellent outcome.

Carinal resection and reconstruction remains a 
challenging surgical problem that requires meticulous 
preoperative evaluations, technical finesse, and exceptional 
postoperative care for optimal surgical outcomes. Although 
traditionally performed through an open approach, 
minimally invasive techniques are becoming increasingly 
more common. Authors of the presented case report 
should be commended on their courageous approach to 
this challenging case with excellent surgical and oncologic 
outcomes.
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